The dynamics and regulation of mesenchymal cell fusion in the sea urchin embryo.
Cell-cell fusion occurs in a wide variety of developmental contexts, yet the mechanisms involved are just beginning to be elucidated. In the sea urchin embryo, primary mesenchyme cells (PMCs) fuse to form syncytial filopodial cables within which skeletal spicules are deposited. Taking advantage of the optical transparency and ease of micromanipulation of sea urchin embryos, we have developed methods for directly observing the dynamics of PMC fusion in vivo. A fraction of the PMCs was labeled with fluorescent dextran and transfer of the dye to unlabeled PMCs was followed by time-lapse, fluorescence microscopy. Fusion was first detected about 2 h after PMCs began to migrate within the blastocoel. Fusion proceeded in parallel with the assembly of the PMC ring pattern and was complete by the early gastrula stage. The formation of a single, extensive PMC syncytium was confirmed by DiI labeling of fixed embryos. When single micromeres were isolated and cultured in unsupplemented seawater, they divided and their progeny underwent fusion. This shows that the capacity to fuse is autonomously programmed in the micromere-PMC lineage by the 16-cell stage. PMC transplantations at late embryonic stages revealed that these cells remain fusion-competent long after their fusion is complete. At late stages, other mesenchyme cells (blastocoelar cells) are also present within the blastocoel and are migrating and fusing with one another. Fusion-competent blastocoelar cells and PMCs come into contact but do not fuse with one another, indicating that these two cell types fuse by distinct mechanisms. When secondary mesenchyme cells convert to a skeletogenic fate they alter their fusogenic properties and join the PMC syncytium, as shown by transfer of fluorescent dextran. Our analysis has provided a detailed picture of the cellular basis and regulation of mesodermal cell fusion and has important implications regarding molecular mechanisms that underlie fusion.